
REFERENCE SECTION 
 
Pronunciation symbols 
Symbols used to show the pronunciation of British English vowel and consonant sounds. 
Vowels 
ɑ: far, father 
æ fat 
e get, bread 
ɪ fit 
i: feet 
ɒ got 
ɔ: fought, fort 
ʌ gut 
ʊ foot, put 
u: food 
ə offer 
ɜ: fur 
 
Diphthongs and triphthongs 
aɪ fight, bite 
aʊ gout 
eɪ fate 
eə fare, fair 
ɪə fear 
əʊ float 
ɔɪ boy 
ʊə tour 
aɪə fire 
aʊə our 
 
Consonant sounds 
The following consonants symbols represent the value that the corresponding letter has in 
pronunciation: 
 b, d, f, g, h, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, z 
These consonant symbols do not match any letter: 
j your 
ð then 
ϴ thin 
ʃ shin 
ʒ measure 
ʤ gin, jump 
ʧ chin 
 



From A2 
 
1. Plural nouns: a selection, including nouns that look singular 
affairs arms authorities binoculars cattle clergy 
clothes congratulations contents customs earnings effects 
forces funds glasses goods headquarters jeans 
knickers looks manners odds pants papers 
particulars police premises pyjamas regards remains 
riches savings scales scissors shorts spectacles 
spirits stairs stalls surroundings talks thanks 
tights troops trousers wages   
 
2. Singular nouns ending in -s: a selection 

• academic subjects: economics, linguistics, mathematics, physics  
• institutions: news, politics  
• activities: athletics, darts, cards  
• diseases: AIDS, diabetes, measles, rabies, SARS 

Some words can vary: 
 Statistics is boring. (= the subject) 
 Your statistics don’t make sense. (= ‘calculations’) 
 
3. Collective nouns: a selection 
air force army audience band bank class 
club committee company council enemy family 
firm gang government jury leadership navy 
opposition orchestra party press public staff 
team union     
Plus proper nouns denoting the names of teams (Manchester United), companies (Microsoft), 
or media organisations (the BBC), etc. 
 
4. Formation of regular plurals 
The vast majority of nouns form their plurals in a regular, i.e. predictable, manner. There are 
three ways of forming regular plurals in pronunciation according to the final sound of the 
word: 

a) When a noun ends in a voiceless consonant sound the plural is formed by adding 
/s/ in pronunciation and -s in spelling: cats /kæts/. 

b) When a noun ends in a voiced consonant sound, or a vowel sound, the plural is 
formed by adding /z/ in pronunciation and -s in spelling: dogs /dɒgz/, ways /weɪz/. If a word 
ends in a consonant followed by y, then the y is replaced by -ies: (city) cities. Some nouns 
ending in -o in spelling form their plural with -es; common examples are: echoes, embargoes, 
heroes, negroes, potatoes, tomatoes, vetoes. Others have both possibilities (see below). 

c) When a noun ends in one of the following consonant sounds: /s, z, ʃ, ʒ, ʧ, ʤ/, the 
plural is formed by adding /ɪz/ in pronunciation and -es in spelling: watches /wɒʧɪz/, unless 
there is already a final e, in which case only s is added: judges /ʤʌʤɪz/. 
 
5. Irregular plurals 
brother – brethren* calf – calves child – children cod – cod 
deer – deer elf – elves foot – feet goose – geese 
grouse – grouse half – halves knife – knives leaf – leaves 
life – lives loaf – loaves louse – lice man – men 
mouse – mice ox – oxen salmon – salmon scarf – scarves 
self – selves shelf – shelves thief – thieves tooth – teeth 
wife – wives wolf – wolves woman – women (/wɪmɪn/) 
*meaning ‘monks’ 
 



Plus compounds involving the above, e.g. superman – supermen. 
 
Houses is regular in spelling but the pronunciation is irregular; the singular ends in /-s/, the 
plural in /-zɪz/.  
 
6. Foreign plurals. Some examples: 

-a to -ae: antennae,* formulae*, vertebrae* 
-eau to -eaux: chateaux, bureaux 
-is to -es: analyses, axes, bases, crises, diagnoses, hypotheses, oases, parentheses, 
theses 
-ix to -ices: appendices* 
-on to -a: criteria, phenomena 
-um to -a: bacteria, curricula, referenda 
-us to -i: cacti*, nuclei*, radii*, stimuli* 
-us to -ora or -era: corpora*, genera 

*can also be regular 
 
7. Alternative plurals 

• some words ending in -f: hoofs/hooves 
• some words ending in –o, which can have a plural with -s or -es (the pronunciation is 

the same): cargo, fresco, ghetto, mango, mosquito, motto, tornado, torpedo, volcano  
• some borrowings: appendixes/appendices (plurals of appendix) 
• some fish and animals: duck/ducks, fish/fishes (rare); buffalo/buffalos/buffaloes 

Some words ending in -th (/ϴ/) can have two pronunciations (but only one spelling): /ϴs/ or 
/ðz/, for example baths, mouths, paths, truths, youths. 
 
There are also a few foreign plurals which are now used as singular by some people: data, 
media, criteria. 
 This data is out of date. 
 
From C2 
1. Nouns that can be count or noncount with little difference in meaning: 
ambition cake chocolate death difficulty divorce 
doubt fear fruit hope life ribbon 
rock sleep stone string victory  
 
2. Nouns that can be converted from noncount to count meaning ‘a unit of’: 
beer brandy coffee cocoa coke gin 
juice lager milk rum sherry soup 
tea vodka whisky wine yoghurt  
 
3. Nouns that can be converted from noncount to count meaning ‘a type of’: 
beer brandy cheese coffee detergent jam 
lager meat medicine metal paint perfume 
sauce soup tea whisky wine wood 
 
4. Nouns that can be count or noncount with a change of meaning: 
accommodation air beauty business charity charm 
cold dinner experience faith game glass 
grammar history iron language lamb law 
light memory paper play reason room 
rubber space speech study talk time 
tin trust wood work youth  
 
 



From A3  
Some common generic adjectives used as heads of noun phrases: 
aged blind brave dead deaf 
disabled educated elderly free handicapped 
homeless hungry injured living needy 
old oppressed poor powerful rich 
sick starving strong uneducated unemployed 
weak wealthy wounded young  
 
 
From A4 
1. Attributive only adjectives: a selection 
additional chief east/eastern elder/eldest entire 
following former further live lone 
main mere north/northern only past 
present previous principal remaining sheer 
south/southern utter west/western   
   
2. Predicative only adjectives: a selection 
afraid afloat alive alone apart 
asleep aware content fond glad 
ill ready unable unwell well 
 
From A5 
1. There are three ways of forming the third-person present of verbs in pronunciation 
according to the final sound of the word: 

a) When a verb ends in a voiceless consonant sound the plural is formed by adding /s/ 
in pronunciation (and s in spelling): hits /hɪts/. 
 b) When a verb ends in a voiced consonant sound, or a vowel sound, the plural is 
formed by adding /z/ in pronunciation (and s in spelling): bids /bɪdz/, pays /peɪz/. If a word 
ends in a consonant followed by y, then the y is replaced by -ies: (fancy) fancies.  
 c) When a verb ends in one of the following consonant sounds: /s, z, ʃ, ʒ, ʧ, ʤ/, the 
plural is formed by adding /ɪz/ in pronunciation and -es in spelling: catches /kæʧɪz/, unless 
there already is a final e, in which case only s is added: charges /ʧɑ:ʤɪz/. 
 
There are four verbs which have an irregular third person singular form: 

• two in writing and pronunciation: has and is 
• two in pronunciation alone: says /sez/ and does /dʌz/.  

 
2. There are three ways of forming regular past tenses and -ed participles in pronunciation, 
depending on the final sound of the verb: 

a) When a verb ends in a voiceless consonant sound the past tense and -ed participle 
are formed by adding /t/: kicked /kɪkt/. 
 b) When a verb ends in a voiced consonant sound, or a vowel sound, the past tense 
and -ed participle are formed by adding /d/: saved /seɪvd/, prayed /preɪd/.  
 c) When a verb ends in /t/ or /d/ the past tense and -ed participle are formed by adding 
/ɪd/: parted /pɑ:tɪd/. 
 
In spelling -ed is added to the basic form, unless there is already a final -e, in which case only 
-d is added. 
 



3. Irregular verbs  
The table below shows the three forms that must be learnt, as explained in A5. Note the 
following points: 

• Some derived verbs are not mentioned, e.g.  
overdraw, overdrew, overdrawn;  
misunderstand, misunderstood, misunderstood 

 underwrite, underwrote, underwritten 
• The first column shows the type of variation according to the groups mentioned in 

A5, namely: 
A. where all three forms are the same 
B. where the base and the past tense are the same 
C. where the base and -ed participle are the same 
D. where the past tense and -ed participle are the same 
E. where all three forms are different 
Verbs which can also be regular are also marked by R. 

• Alternatives are shown with a slash. In one case both forms are irregular, but 
otherwise one is irregular and the other regular. In such cases the irregular form is 
placed first (which does not imply that it is more frequent). 

• Regular alternative forms are shown in italics. 
• The verb be is not included. 

 
verb 
type 

basic form past tense -ed participle 

E arise arose arisen 
E awake awoke awoken 
E bear bore borne1 
B beat beat beaten 
C become became become 
E begin began begun 
D bend bent bent 
A bet bet bet 
A/E bid bid/bade bid/bidden 
D bind bound bound 
E bite bit bitten 
D bleed bled bled 
E blow blew blown 
E break broke broken 
D breed bred bred 
D bring brought brought 
D build built built 
D/R burn burnt/burned burnt/burned 
A/R bust bust/busted bust/busted 
A burst burst burst 
D buy bought bought 
A cast cast cast 
D catch caught caught 
E choose chose chosen 
D cling clung clung 
C come came come 
A cost cost cost 
D creep crept crept 
A cut cut cut 
D deal dealt dealt 
D dig dug dug 
E draw drew drawn 



D/R dream dreamt/dreamed dreamt/dreamed 
E drink drank drunk 
E drive drove driven 
D/R dwell dwelt/dwelled dwelt/dwelled 
E eat ate2 eaten 
E fall fell fallen 
D feed fed fed 
D feel felt felt 
D fight fought fought 
D find found found 
A/R fit fit/fitted fit/fitted 
D flee fled fled 
D fling flung flung 
E fly flew flown 
E forbid forbade forbidden 
E forget forgot forgotten 
E forgive forgave forgiven 
E freeze froze frozen 
D/E get got got/gotten3 
E give gave given 
E go went gone 
D grind ground ground 
E grow grew grown 
D hang4 hung hung 
D have had had 
D hear heard heard 
E hide hid hidden 
A hit hit hit 
D hold held held 
A hurt hurt hurt 
D keep kept kept 
D/R kneel knelt/kneeled knelt/kneeled 
E know knew known 
D lay5 laid laid 
D lead led led 
D/R lean leant/leaned leant/leaned 
D/R learn learnt/learned learnt/learned 
D/R leap leapt/leaped leapt/leaped 
D leave left left 
D lend lent lent 
A let let let 
E lie6 lay lain 
D/R light lit/lighted lit/lighted 
D lose lost lost 
D make made made 
D mean meant meant 
D meet met met 
E/R mow mowed mown/mowed 
D pay paid7 paid7 
E/R prove proved proven/proved 
A put put put 
A quit quit quit 
A/D8 read read8 read8 
E ride rode ridden 



E ring rang rung 
E rise rose risen 
C run ran run 
E/R?? saw sawed sawn/sawed 
D say said said 
E see saw seen 
D seek sought sought 
D sell sold sold 
D send sent sent 
A set set set 
E/R sew sewed sewn/sewed 
E shake shook shaken 
A shed shed shed 
D shine shone shone 
D shoe shod shod 
D shoot shot shot 
E/R show showed shown/showed 
E shrink shrank shrunk 
A shut shut shut 
E sing sang sung 
E sink sank sunk 
D sit sat sat 
E slay slew slain 
D sleep slept slept 
D slide slid slid 
D sling slung slung 
D slink slunk slunk 
D/R smell smelt/smelled smelt/smelled 
E/R sow sowed sown/sowed 
E speak spoke spoken 
D/R speed sped/speeded sped/speeded 
D/R spell spelt/spelled spelt/spelled 
D spend spent spent 
D/R spill spilt/spilled spilt/spilled 
D/R spin spun spun 
D/R spoil spoilt/spoiled spoilt/spoiled 
A spread spread spread 
E spring sprang sprung 
D stand stood stood 
E steal stole stolen 
D stick stuck stuck 
D sting stung stung 
E stink stank stunk 
E/R?? strew strewed strewn/strewed 
E stride strode stridden 
D strike struck struck 
D string strung strung 
E strive strove striven 
E swear swore sworn 
D sweep swept swept 
E/R swell swelled swollen/swelled 
E swim swam swum 
D swing swung swung 
E take took taken 



D teach taught taught 
E tear tore torn 
D tell told told 
D think thought thought 
E throw threw thrown 
A thrust thrust thrust 
E tread trod trodden 
D understand understood understood 
E wake woke woken 
E wear wore worn 
E/R weave wove/weaved woven/weaved 
D weep wept wept 
A/R wet wet/wetted wet/wetted 
D win won won 
D wind wound wound 
D wring wrung wrung 
E write wrote written 

 
Notes:  
1. not to be confused with born (as in be born), though the pronunciation is the same. 
2. the usual pronunciation is /et/ 
3. got is British English; gotten is American 
4. not to be confused with the regular verb hang 
5. not to be confused with the regular verb lie 
6. not to be confused with the -ed participle of lie 
7. paid: the past tense and -ed participle are regular in pronunciation 
8. read is only identical for all three forms in writing (type A); the past tense and -ed 
participle are different in pronunciation (type D): /red/ 
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